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Errata 
Correction to the article, "Grammars with Partial Ordering of the 
Rules," by Ivan Frig, 12, 415-425 (1968). 
Assertion ( I I )  that just all context-sensitive languages are obtained 
by context-free grammars with T3 restriction was stated in the paper, 
but only the part T1 D T~ -~'~ has been proved. In order to prove the 
opposite inclusion, let L be any T~ language and le*~ H = <V, U, R, s} be 
a T~-grammar generating L. We shall construct a T~ -~°'t grammar 
G = <W, U, P, ~, s) which generates L. 
To each rule r C R, let ]" ~ be a new letter from a new alphabet W1 and 
putW= VUW1.  
The set P of rules of G consists of two disjunctive parts P = P1 U/)2 • 
Let for every 
r = (h~vh~, h~h2h3) E R (h2 ~ A), (1) 
= (v, T~), (2) 
be a rule from P1, and 
be a rule from P2 • 
Finally, we put 
= ( T~, h~) (3) 
q~(~) = V*, for ~C P, (4) 
and 
• (~) = V'h1 ~ rh3V*, for ~ obtained from (1) (5) 
It is immediately clear that for each derivation in G, s = f0 ~ fl 
• "" ~ f~ C U* we have f~ E V* for even i and fl C V*WY*  for odd i. 
In particular, n is even. If f~_l ~f~ ~f~+l  (i = 1, 3, . . .  , n -- 1), then 
necessarily fi-1 = kirk2, f~ = kl ]" ~k2 and ~ = (v, ~" ~) E P1, i.e., we 
have r = (hlvh3, hlh2h3) C R. The only rule which can be applied on 
fi at M1 is ~, thus k: = glhl, k~ = h~g~, for some gl, g2 E 1/* and fi+l = 
g~h~h2h3g2 = k~h2k2 and we see that f~_~ ~ fi+l in H. It follows that 
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s = /0 ~ f~ ~ "'" ~ f~-2 ~ f~ E U* is a derivation in H. Let, on the 
other hand f ~ g in H. This implies f = g~hlvh3g2, g = glhlh2h~g2 and 
r = (hlvh3 ; hlh2h~) E R; and we can der ivef  = glhlvh3g2 ~ glhl ~ ~h~g2 C
V'h1 ~ ,h~V*, and so we can continue: gxhl ~ ~h~g2 ~ glhlvh3g2 = g. 
This proves that both grammars generate the same language L. 
Correction to the paper, "Lyapunov Functions for Nonlinear Time- 
Varying Systems," by Kumpati  S. Narenda and James H. Taylor, 12, 
378-393 (1968). One of the classes of nonlinear functions considered in 
the paper is FMOS. 
f C FMOS if f E FMO and ~ d2f/dz 2 < 0 for all z (1) 
LElVIMA 3. For all FMOS nonlinearities 
~0~f(~l) + (1 - ~0)~/(~) ± [~f (~)  - ~f(~l)] > o (2) 
for all ~1 and ~2 and 0 < ao < 1. 
Lemma 3 is incorrect and the conditions defining the class FMOS (1) are 
necessary but not sufficient o assure (2). If so -- ½ then Lemma 3 is 
valid for monotonic odd power-law restricted nonlinearities (FMOP) 
introduced in [I] and treated in [2]. 
f C FMOP i f f  C FMO and 
I I I'~2 ~-~=<lf(~l) l~  -~ ~2~*- 
for all ~1 and ~2 provided 1 =< ~ < ~0 and ~b0 is a constant in the range 
4 -< ~0 =< 5. For this class, a criterion similar to that staged for FMOS in 
the paper may be derived. 
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